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METRO Digital Collection Hosting
- member benefit 

- low/no cost

- for institutions without infrastructure to host their own 
content

- Original platform = CONTENTdm

- Migrating to new platform = Islandora

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among member benefits (digitization-related) we offerDigitization grantsCONTENTdm (everyone knows what that is right?). Institutions then often came back wanting to build additional collectionsinstitutions that were not part of the grant program also started expressing an interest, so access to collection hosting was expanded to address these various needs.  OCLC hosts – takes care of upgrades to new versions, there is support available although the quality has not been so good. By the time I was hired in 2012, there were about 25 collections and another half dozen or so have been added since I’ve been around. 



METRO Digital Collections
- approx 30 collections/21K objects in CONTENTdm

- from 15 institutions

- most static/complete - no content being added

- small # are active - institutions adding content ongoing 
basis

- no MAP or guidelines for creating metadata
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Presentation Notes
Approx 30 from 15 different institutionsMajority are static - set up as part of grants (METRO or otherwise) - not addingSmall number are active - institutions adding to collections on an ongoing basis 



METRO Digital Collections
Content:

scrapbooks, handbills, sheet music covers, trade cards, 
maps, photos, postcards, newsletters, manuscripts, 
archival collections, correspondence, and two books (!) 
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Presentation Notes
Content:Scrapbooks, handbills, sheet music covers, trade cards, maps, photos, postcards, newsletters, manuscripts, archival materials, correspondence, books (bible!)File types - primarily jpg/jp2 and pdf, a few tifs, no audio/video etc. 



Migration to Islandora
- Started planning early 2013

- Contracted with discoverygarden inc. – experience 
migrating from CDM to Islandora

- Migration process began in mid-2013

- Collections copied to New York Heritage in the interim
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Presentation Notes
CDM has 3 licensing levels - up to 10K, then jumps to up to 50K. We were going to hit that limit, in which case we would have to go to the next level, which is an unlmited license, but the cost to upgrade was tens of thousands of dollars, and the annual fees for the license and the hosting would also increase significantly.  Other issues with CDM - OCLC hosting the content  - can get to the metadata but can’t do anything with the content as can’t get at the image files unless we go back to the institutions and ask for the files (many are orphans etc) We had to make a decision about our future- If we went for the upgrade we would effectively be locking ourselves in for a while if we were going to invest in the upgrade  



Migration Issues - Metadata
- First migration attempts  – unsuccessful  

- metadata different for every collection

- mostly qualified DC

- not used consistently across collections

- lots of custom fields 
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METRO took a hands off approach - no oversight/curation of materials; no guidelines/guidance/oversight of metadataMetadata - DC (mixture of simple and qualified) for the most part but LOTS AND LOTS of custom fields, no standardization - every collection is different.  dg advised they would be analyzing the  metadata and there may be some additional work needed on their end to bring it overI didn’t really know the state of what was there, figured dg would tell me what I needed to do



Migration solutions 
- migrate collections one by one 

- scope collections ahead for issues with metadata

- cleanup in CONTENTdm

- custom map each collection individually to MODS

- mapping and cleanup with DPLA in mind
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Presentation Notes
1.  scope and cleanup data ahead of migration in CONTENTdm2. Map as much as possible to MODS so it can be displayed with meaningful labels  (to avoid dumbing all records down to simple dc, and not being able to display data that couldn't be mapped to simple dc) map metadata to MODS and check/provide our own dc (don’t rely on mapping set up in CDM) map everything we think we will want to display won’t have to dumb everything down to simple dc



Progress so far
- Completed migration of 23 collections – June 2014

- All items have MODS metadata 

- Clean consistent metadata

- (Pretty much) DPLA ready!
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Presentation Notes
Note: For DPLA – records must include link back to publicly available object 



Still to do

- Public site – in process

- Racing to get ready by Jan 2015!

- Permissions … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: For DPLA – records must include link back to publicly available object Also insittutions must sign off on permission letter, submit to ESDN



Sneak Preview



Near-term Goals

- Soft launch new site by early January

- At least half a dozen collections online

- All being harvested by ESDN

- Part of initial New York DPLA contribution
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Presentation Notes
12 collections migrated – at this point there are usually only small issues that have to be fixed (mapped a dc field into the MODs record…) 11-12 more to go - hope to finish by end of Januaryrest will just be in CDM in NY Heritagethen on to next steps - it’s a longgggg list and mostly don’t know how it will all work!



Next up
- Finish cleanup on remaining collections

- Secure permissions as we go

- All Islandora collections public on new site, harvested by 
ESDN - mid-2015

- Phase II/ESDN – more METRO member collections into 
DPLA

- Education and outreach – participation, rights 
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Presentation Notes
Then add rest of collections go live on Digital Culture of METRO New York site sometime first half of 2015, have those added to ESDN (more metadata fixing, securing permissions as we go)Approaching other METRO members who host their own collections, to help facilitate the addition of more collections from NYC area as part of phase II, participating in efforts around education about participation and especially around rights and efforts around standardization of rights statements
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